DEKO MV Glass
A 99.9 % Glazed Panel Wall

Glazed Panel Walls With Optional Stacking Arrangements
Like our solid panel walls DEKO MV, DEKO MV Glass is particu-

As the panel wall is tailored to each interior design, it can be

larly suited to dividing up large spaces into smaller units and with

fitted, for example, to fit in with the building’s modules or follow

specific requirements for stacking and installation.

a 90 degree corner without having to be divided up into several
separate panel sections.

Fully glazed panel walls with their flexible structure and their
transparent look with a single layer of glass, are the perfect
choice for, for example, canteens, offices and shops.
Panel walls can be integrated into existing walls or built together
with DEKO FG fully glazed partitions, to bring the whole unit into
a harmonious concept.
Unique in its very own way
The DEKO MV Glass has been specifically tailored for individual
interior decoration and can be supplied largely in all heights and
widths.
The fully glazed panels are supplied as standard with 10 mm or
12 mm toughened clear safety glass. These are fitted with slim
natural anodised aluminium tracks at the top and bottom of
each pane.
As standard the last glazed element against a fixed wall functions

The flexible structure of the panel wall allows the whole wall or

as a pass door and is fitted with a floor lock. Options for door

just parts of the wall to be closed, depending on the desired

handles include a recessed handle, a knob, a bracket handle or a

functionality.

ball catch.

Suspension, locking and stacking
DEKO MV Glass requires to be supported structurally from above
by an aluminium track.
The top-hung tracks of the fully glazed panel wall are produced
individually for each contract, giving a wide range of stacking
options.
The running track in the ceiling structure and the aluminium rails
on the glazed elements can be powder coated in a wide variety
of colours.
As each glazed panel is handled and locked individually, there are
countless stacking options to cause least possible inconvenience
both to the eye and with regard to space.
In areas with high sound and fire requirements, we recommend
our solid DEKO FV folding partitions and DEKO MV panel walls.
Both DEKO FV and DEKO MV can be supplied with built-in
glazed modules.

Decoration
Like our other DEKO glazed partitions, DEKO MV Glass is suitable
for applied film in such designs as stripes, patterns or texts in
various colours or frosted versions.
One or more glazed elements in the panel wall can be supplied
with coloured or frosted glass for both privacy and options to use
the surface as whiteboard.

DEKO MV Glass details

Ceiling connection

Floor connection

Examples of DEKO MV Glass Stacking Options
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For more detailed drawings and technical information go to www.deko.com
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